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Academic rigour, journalistic flair





Commercial 

media

Not for profit x
Authors recognised experts x
Content free to the public x

Free from commercial agenda x
Solution-centric x
Safe publishing platform x
Creative Commons, access to all x
New voices x

Why we are different



• Australia: launched 

March 2011 

(founding TC)

• UK: May 2013

• Indonesia editor: 

joined June 2014

• US: October 2014

• Africa: April 2015

• France: Sept 2015

• More: coming soon

A global knowledge network



The Conversation’s monthly audience

Our top 10 cities 

(2015 readership)



22,000+ republishers, here & internationally



Know your audience. Our readers are…



The 

Conversation’s 

followed by the 

PM to ABC’s PM

Our influential followers here & overseas



Get involved: write for The Conversation 

• 30,000+ registered authors

• State of the art site

• Disclosure statements

• Readability index – set at 16 years old

• Authors sign off and approve – full control

• Author profiles show expertise

• Daily newsletter, active social media



In-built readability index: set to 16 years 



Real world impact



Huge, fast global reach for Australian expertise



More academic, policy & international impacts 



“If you’ve got interesting research, I’ve found 

writing for The Conversation is a great avenue 

to win attention for it … I’ve done radio 

interviews, been republished in The Sydney 

Morning Herald. 

“And last year, after writing an article on 

happiness for The Conversation, I was 

approached by a UK literary agent. I’ve now 

got a deal to write a book for Penguin.”

– Brock Bastian, July 2015

Raising your academic profile has its rewards



We now track impact: industry offers, book 
deals



When to write

New research

News hook

An explainer



When to write

FactChecking a politician or influential figure

A fresh (sometimes contrarian) take on an old issue

A new listicle 



theconversation.com/b

ecome-an-author



Refining your idea

Read before you write. What kind of stories do we cover? Do you think yours would 
work for a broad local and international audience?

Have you done a quick keyword search? 

Is this your area of expertise?

Pay attention to the news. What are people talking about?

Do you know something no one else knows? Is it the kind of thing the general public –
not just other specialists – might be interested in?

Have you discovered something new?



• It can help to work with your university or institute’s communications staff to get 
your pitch right. You can also hone your pitch by talking to someone else outside 
your field of expertise. What questions do they ask? If they were to ask you bluntly, 
“So what?” – what would you say? That’s the first question readers will ask in 
deciding whether to spend the time reading your article. 

• If you can answer that “So what?” question well, it will greatly improve your 
chances of your pitch being accepted, and then seeing more people read and share 
your article, helping your work reach a bigger national and global audience.

• Most Conversation articles are only 600-800 words, so starting with a clear idea of 
the most important point(s) you want to cover will save you time, and help us give 
you a quick, clear response to your pitch. 

• Your article doesn’t have to say everything on this topic. It can’t. Stick to one or 
two key points and support them.

Refining your idea



Writing tips

• Work hard on the first paragraph to grab the reader’s interest. Start with a short, 
sharp statement of the article’s essential facts, in no more than two sentences. Start 
with what’s new, relevant, or surprising. Readers want to know Five Ws: who, what, 
where, when, why, and sometimes how. 

• Make a brief sketch of your main points and stick to them. Put the most important 
information first. That allows readers to explore a topic to the depth that their 
curiosity takes them (not everyone reads to the end).

• Write how people talk. A man should never “disembark from a vehicle” when he can 
“get out of a car”. Explain complex ideas. Don’t get too technical. Avoid jargon. 

• Our readability rating is based on Flesch-Kincaid readability tests, set at the level of 
an educated 16-year-old. That’s still higher than many news media outlets (many 
newspapers still aim for a 12-year-old level of literacy). We do that because we want 
to share your expert knowledge with everyone – including young people and people 
whose first language is not English. 



More writing tips

• If you make contentious statements, please back them up with research. The same 
goes for facts and figures; e.g. if you’re saying 28% of Australians are obese. We 
reference with online links that readers can click on, preferably to full research 
papers, but to abstracts or news stories if the full paper isn’t available. We’ll help you 
add those in. But we can’t use footnotes or endnotes. Use web links instead.

• Please put your web link in brackets beside each statement to be referenced.

• The last sentence should aim to summarise or reiterate the point made in your 
opening paragraph. Or you can just raise the question of what should happen next. 
Check you’ve stayed within the agreed word count, typically 600-800 words.

• Photos, videos, audio, tables and graphs can bring a story to life – so if you have any 
of those, mention that in your pitch and in discussions with your editor.



Your pitch must stand out

The Conversation Australia has just 18 section editors, who receive hundreds 

of pitches daily. Your pitch must be good; we can’t publish everything.



“I plan to write an article that ultimately questions the 

concept of socialism as a historical ideology, its buzz-word-

status in the 21st Century and the new emerging values, built on 

pragmatic social-democracy that have possibly overtaken 

Socialism. I will then explain my conclusion as to why Socialism 

is well and truly out of context in modern Australian politics and 

my proposition of a ‘new way forward’, which calls for the 

reasonable regulation of capitalism, champions the right to 

cultural, racial and religious freedom and calls for a 

modernisation of democratic politics, which combines the 

engagement of industrial relations, paired with ethical business 

leadership in economic and social reform.

Instead of this: 



Aim for something like this

“April 30 marks the end of WA’s controversial baited drumline 

program for mitigating shark hazard.

We have undertaken a survey of over 550 ocean-users and find 

that ocean-users encounter sharks regularly, and oppose 

mitigation strategies that involve killing. 

On April 30 our short paper detailing results will be published 

online in the journal ‘Australian Geographer’. As such, a piece 

for The Conversation published on April 30 or May 1 would be 

very timely. We have a draft ready to go!

I’m an academic or researcher with relevant expertise and 

want to write the article. 



Tips

Aim for a 100-word explanation of your idea.

Pitching is a skill 
• Pitch, and pitch again

Aim to persuade
• Why does your story matter?

Speak to an editor to develop the story
• Have an argument and narrative

Write the story
• Most stories are around 800-900 words
• Keep it conversational – it’s not an academic paper



So are you ready to answer these questions?

• What's your story in one sentence?

• Why is this interesting or significant for non-academic readers?

• Do you have any photos, video, audio, graphs or other material 
to illustrate your story? (That can make a huge difference.)

• Is this issue particularly relevant now, or looking ahead? Or are 
you suggesting this as a timeless 'explainer' of a commonly 
misunderstood issue?

https://theconversation.com/topics/explainer


A trustworthy partner for the ABC

We now have a closer collaboration with ABC News, with 
an ABC producer working from our Melbourne head 
office. In less than two months, we’ve now seen more 
than 1 million extra article views for Conversation stories 
via the ABC, as well as dozens of radio & TV interviews.

Read more: bit.ly/TCABCblog

bit.ly/TCABCblog


Higher publication downloads & happy funders

As well as attracting 70,000 

readers, this January 2014 article 

led to:

• Talkback on ABC Radio National

• Interviews on ABC radio (Qld & 

NSW) + commercial radio (4BC)

• ABC 1 TV Breakfast interview

That national media coverage resulted in:

• Very happy govt & industry funders, plus 

approaches from new potential funders

• Invitations to review for a high-rated journal; 

submit to another; and present at a 

conference

• A lasting spike in Wendy’s publication 

downloads (shown below, starting in Jan 

2014).

“As a first-time Conversation 

author, the results far 

exceeded my expectations.”





Author dashboards: demonstrating engagement 



Real names & moderation do make a difference

Read more:
theconversation.com/
au/community-
standards



DO:
• Make it sound new, fresh, a 

new take.

• Do a keyword search before 

you pitch.

• Read and consume the 

media.

• Drive the debate forward

• Know how to explain your 

idea to a child

• Get to know friendly journos

• Leave your mobile on

• Act fast

• Pitch before you write

DON’T:
• Argue against yourself, 

downplay your expertise

• Say you already tried another 

outlet else first

• Say it was already published 

elsewhere

• Pitch when it is too late

• Mass email journalists

• File 3000 words when we 

agreed on 800

• Pitch an idea we have all 

heard before

• Go MIA after filing.



theconversation.com

conversationEDU

conversationEDU

theconversation.com/au/newsletter
sunanda.creagh@theconversation.edu.au


